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Terahertz optical mixing in biased GaAs single quantum wells
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The nonlinear mixing of near-infrared (NIR) and terahertz (THz) laser beams is investigated experimentally
in a square GaAs quantum well structure, where the symmetry of the sample can be controlled by applying an
electric field along the growth direction. The mixing produces sidebands, which appear at �sideband=�NIR

+n�THz, where n= ±1,2 , . . .. For a given THz frequency, the intensity of the n= ±1 sidebands displays two
main resonances as a function of the NIR frequency. These resonances are separated by the THz frequency.
Their intensity is found to depend strongly on the electric bias and on THz frequency. The n= ±1 sideband
intensity is zero when the sample is unbiased and increases significantly with bias. The sideband is strong when
the THz laser frequency is tuned in resonance with an intersubband transition and also at low THz frequencies.
The main features of our results are explained qualitatively, except at very high THz intensities, by a pertur-
bative model of the nonlinear susceptibility ���n�+1�. At high THz intensities, the resonances are observed to red
shift and broaden.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electric fields affect the optical interband properties of
semiconductors.1 The effect is particularly strong in the
quantum-confined Stark effect, when the field is applied
along the growth direction of a quantum well (QW) sample.
This allows efficient optical modulators and switches. Using
high-frequency ac fields in the terahertz �THz� range is tech-
nologically interesting as demand grows for faster devices.2,3

Fields in this energy range can furthermore couple conduc-
tion or valence subbands, allowing resonant effects. ac Stark
effects have been predicted at high ac fields.4–6

In undoped QW’s, the THz field can couple different ex-
citonic states and thus modulate the interband (optical) po-
larization. This leads to changes in the exciton optical ab-
sorption and to the emission of sidebands at �sideband=�NIR
+n�THz, where �NIR ��THz� is the frequency of the near in-
frared �THz� beam and n= ±1, ±2, . . .. There is a wealth of
theoretical investigations predicting significant changes of
the absorption under THz illumination and of sideband
generation.5,7–10 Previous experimental studies, in which the
THz field was oriented in the QW plane, have reported small
changes in absorption under a strong THz field11 and even
�n=2,4 , . . .� sideband generation.12 To generate odd side-
bands, especially the efficient n=1, asymmetric coupled QW
structures have been used with the ac electric field polarized
in the growth direction of the QW.3,13 In these structures, the
intersubband spacings can be tuned by a dc bias.14 For weak
THz fields, some sideband properties were explained by a
���n�+1� nonlinear susceptibility model.12,15 At high THz inten-
sities nonperturbative theories have been found necessary.16

Odd and even sidebands have been also observed in bulk
GaAs.17

Here, we present a detailed study of the nonlinear mixing
of a near-infrared (NIR) and THz laser beam in a square QW

structure. The THz electric field is oriented along the growth
direction of the QW. To enhance the nonlinear mixing, the
sample symmetry can be broken by applying a dc electric
field along the growth direction. This model system has the
advantage that the level of asymmetry can be controlled and
that the resonances are well defined and much less numerous
than in coupled QW’s. In the present case, we can consider a
three-state system including two heavy-hole excitonic levels
and the ground state. The oscillator strength of the exciton is
stronger than for coupled wells and it has been predicted that
this configuration leads to very efficient sideband
generation.9,18 There are also several theoretical studies of
THz electro-optic effects in square wells to which our results
can be compared,5,19 although the THz fields used theoreti-
cally are stronger than the ones achieved experimentally. We
observe and study sidebands resulting from a three-wave
�n= ±1� and a four-wave �n= ±2� mixing process. The n
=1 sideband is zero in the absence of electric bias and grows
approximately as the dc electric field squared. In contrast, the
n=2 sideband intensity changes little when a small dc bias is
applied to the sample. For a given THz frequency, the n
= ±1 sideband typically exhibits two main resonances as the
NIR frequency is varied: the resonances occur when the NIR
frequency or the sum of NIR and THz frequencies is tuned to
the lowest heavy-hole excitonic transition. The n= ±1 side-
band intensity is also found to depend on the THz frequency.
It is strong when the THz pump is resonant with an intersub-
band transition and also at low THz frequencies when the
THz pump is nonresonant. At medium THz field strength,
our measurements can be qualitatively explained by a pertur-
bative model of the nonlinear susceptibility ���n�+1�. This
model is not adequate for stronger THz fields as the inter-
band absorption strength and energy position are modified by
the ac field.
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II. SAMPLE AND EXPERIMENT

The samples are GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures that con-
sist of an active area, two gate QW’s, and a 30-period
600-Å Al0.3Ga0.7As and 682-Å Al0.99Ga0.01As �NIR/4 distrib-
uted Bragg reflector (DBR). A schematic band diagram of
the studied structure is shown in Fig. 1. The active area con-
tains either a single or three 150-Å GaAs QW’s separated by
300-Å Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers. Its center is situated close to a
multiple of �NIR/2 from both the sample surface and the
DBR. Therefore the incident and reflected NIR laser beams
interfere constructively at the center of the active area and
the effective electric field of the NIR laser is enhanced. This
leads to a peak absorption of the heavy-hole exciton larger
than 50%, which is consistent with transfer matrix
calculations.20 The two gates, one on each side of the active
area, are separated by about 1 �m. They consist of 80-Å
QW’s with a �-doping layer 100 Å away. The distance be-
tween the DBR and the closest gate is 1600 Å.

The gates were contacted ohmically to allow applying a
dc bias to the sample. To minimize potential electrical heat-
ing effects, the bias was turned on only when taking mea-
surements with the THz source, which is on for about 5 �s
with a repetition rate of 1.5 Hz. The dc electric field was thus
applied for 25 �s and synchronized with each THz pulse. A
piece of sapphire was mechanically pressed on the sample
surface to form a waveguide for the THz in which the active
area is close to the waveguide center. The two studied
samples showed similar behavior and we restrict the present
discussion to the sample with three QW’s, as its sideband
signal is stronger.

The sample’s reflectivity spectrum is plotted in Fig. 2(a).
The two peaks are the heavy-(hh1X) and light- (lhX) hole
excitons. We will use the notation hhmX for the heavy-hole
exciton formed by an electron in the first conduction level
and a hole in the mth level. When applying a bias, the hh1X
and lhX spectral lines redshift as expected for the quantum
confined Stark effect.1,22 The change in energy with electric
field, shown in Fig. 2(b), is strong for the hh1X. The graph is
not totally symmetric around zero bias. An asymmetry is also
observed in the current versus voltage curves not shown
here. At negative bias, it appears that the maximum electric
field achieved inside the sample is smaller than for positive
bias: for Vbias�−1.6 V the hh1X energy no longer changes.
A possible explanation for this observation is interface
roughness, since the GaAs/AlGaAs interface is poorer than
the AlGaAs/GaAs one.23 In addition, the intensity of the
integrated photoluminescence (PL) was not constant for
�Vbias�� �2 V, indicating the presence of disorder and/or
charge transfer from the barrier or the gates into the QW.
When an electric field is applied, the hh2X excitonic transi-

tion becomes possible and a peak appears at the energy in-
dicated by the arrow in Fig. 2(a). The measured hh2X ab-
sorption was quite small (less than 1%) at around 0.5 V but
was reliably measured using a differential technique that de-
tects the change in the reflectivity when the bias is modu-
lated.

Figure 3(a) shows the experimental configuration. For the
measurements, the sample was held near 20 K in a closed-
cycle helium cryostat. The THz beam was provided by the
UCSB free electron laser24 and was focused onto the cleaved
edge of the sample by an off-axis parabolic mirror. The beam
was on for 3–6 �s at a repetition rate of 1.5 Hz. The THz
laser power was measured before the sample with an electri-
cally calibrated photothermophone energy meter (Thomas
Keating Ltd.). To obtain the THz intensity, the spot size was
measured by scanning a small aperture across the THz laser
focus. The maximum intensity was found to be
�0.4 MW cm−2 and the resulting estimated THz electric
field inside the sample is �9 kV/cm. The polarization of the
electric field of the THz laser was oriented along the growth
direction of the sample, thus allowing coupling to intersub-
band transitions. The electron and light-hole intersubband

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the conduction band structure of
the studied sample.

FIG. 2. (a) High-resolution normalized reflectivity spectra at
19 K and zero bias. The arrow indicates the spectral position of the
hh2X transition that does not appear for unbiased structures. (b)
Energy change of the hh1X reflectivity line as a function of bias and
estimated electric field at 19 K, solid squares. The dashed line
shows the result of our calculations (Ref. 21).

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic drawing of the experimental configura-
tion. (b) Sideband spectra at 25 K for 	�THz=2.7 meV with a bias
Vbias=1 V and a THz laser intensity of �0.1 MW cm−2.
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transitions occur for energies larger than 40 meV and are out
of reach of our THz source �0.5–20 meV�. But the heavy-
hole transition between the first two levels is around 10 meV
and thus within the range of our source. The energy differ-
ence between the first heavy-hole and light-hole levels is
around 6 meV. However, for small in-plane wave vectors,
intersubband transitions between the heavy and light holes
are weak.25 Thus, in our model, we will consider only three
levels: the ground state and the first and second heavy-hole
excitons.

The NIR probe beam came from a tunable cw Ti-sapphire
laser, which was chopped by an acousto-optic modulator into
approximately 200 �s pulses that overlapped each THz
pulse. The NIR beam was reflected off the sample close to
normal incidence and sent to a 0.85-m double monochro-
mator, where it was detected by a photomultiplier tube. The
NIR intensity on the sample was �7 W cm−2, yielding a to-
tal exciton density nX�1010 cm−2 when the frequency is
tuned in resonance with the hh1X transition. This excitation
density is relatively high. Note, however, that the excitation
density is lower when the NIR laser frequency is tuned away
from the hh1X resonance. To verify that the high excitation
density does not influence our observations significantly,
measurements were also taken with an order-of-magnitude
lower NIR intensity. The sideband resonances associated
with the hh1X transition were narrower, but all trends were
the same as those presented herein.

III. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Figure 3(b) shows a typical sideband spectrum. The cen-
tral line is the NIR laser and the four surrounding peaks are
the THz optical sidebands. They are separated from the main
laser line by multiples of the THz frequency. The conversion
efficiency from the NIR laser into the sidebands is here
�10−4. This is comparable to the maximum conversion effi-
ciency achieved in coupled QW samples with a similar num-
ber of QW’s.14 The intensity of the sideband in a given
sample depends on several factors: (a) the NIR and THz laser
frequencies with respect to the resonances, (b) the value of
the dc electric field, and (c) the NIR and THz power. First,
we will explore points (a) and (b) in the linear regime of THz
power—i. e., where the n=1 sideband intensity increases lin-
early with the THz intensity and the n=2 increases
quadratically.17

As the active region of the sample is very thin
��150 nm�, the intensity of the sidebands is significant only
close to the resonances of our system and the bulk contribu-
tion is not observable. Figure 4(a) presents sideband reso-
nance scans obtained by measuring the sideband signal at
�NIR+n�THz for n=−1, while scanning the NIR frequency.
The spectra display a peak when the NIR frequency is close
to the hh1X exciton transition. A second peak, higher in en-
ergy, appears when the sum of the NIR and THz frequencies
is resonant with the hh1X. Therefore, the two peaks in the
n=−1 sideband resonance spectra are separated by �THz as
shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a). Schematic drawings of the
transitions are shown in Fig. 4(b). Other resonances can oc-
cur that involve the hh2X level but they were not clearly

seen experimentally. The n=1 sideband spectra also show
two peaks, as seen in Fig. 5(a), which arise from transitions
similar to those presented in Fig. 4(b). For n=2, the sideband
is weak under the present experimental conditions and we
observed only one resonance when 	�NIR is close to the
hh1X energy.

We were able to observe sidebands at all THz frequencies
explored, which ranged from 	�THZ=2.7 to 14.1 meV. As
shown in Fig. 4(a), the maximum intensity of the n= ±1
sideband spectra varied nonmonotonically as a function of
�THz. A peak in intensity is found for 	�THz�10 meV,
which is close to resonance with the hh1 to hh2 transition.
However, stronger sidebands were observed at small THz
frequencies, even though the THz excitation intensities were
smaller. It should be noted that it is difficult to quantitatively
compare the sideband intensities for different THz frequen-
cies. Indeed, the sideband intensity depends not only on the
intensity of the THz beam before it hits the sample, which is
the value that we can measure, but also on the efficiency of
the coupling into the edge of the sample. In a first approxi-

FIG. 4. (a) Sideband resonance spectra, showing the n=−1 side-
band intensity as a function of the NIR laser energy. The measure-
ments were taken at 25 K and Vbias=1 V �Edc=10 kV/cm� for
	�THz=2.7 (triangles), 5.5 (circles), 8.2 (diamonds), and 10.4
(squares) meV and THz laser intensities of �25, 30,
40, and 55 kW cm−2, respectively (Ref. 26). The spectra have been
offset for clarity. For each curve the offset is shown by a small line
on the right side of the panel. Inset: energy difference between the
two resonances labeled A and B as a function of 	�THz. The line
shows the predicted one-to-one-correspondence. (b) Schematic
level model of the different transitions. (c) ���2��2 calculated using
Eq. (1) for the 	�THz and Edc used experimentally (Ref. 21). For the
numerical evaluation of the plotted curves, we used 
=1 meV and
a GaAs band gap of 1.52 eV. (d) Calculated maximum of
���2��2��NIR� as a function of �THz.
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mation, we neglect the effect of the waveguide as the NIR
probe was close to the edge of the sample.

Figure 5 shows the intensity of the n=1 and n=2 side-
band as a function of bias. The peaks are observed, Fig. 5(a),
to shift towards the red with increasing bias. This is due
mainly to the quantum confined Stark effect shown in Fig.
2(b). As the sideband resonance is broad around hh1X en-
ergy, we were able to measure the sideband intensity faith-
fully as a function of bias by sitting at a given NIR fre-
quency, as seen in Fig. 5(b). The measurement at fixed NIR
frequency is not as good for the n=2 sideband, as shown by
the deviation between the open and solid square symbols at
positive bias. The n=1 sideband intensity is zero for a square
well and increases, roughly proportionally with Edc

2 , when
the QW is biased and its symmetry is broken. The n=2 side-
band intensity is almost independent of bias for positive bias
and decreases at negative bias. Figure 5(b) shows that the
curves for the n=1 and n=2 are not symmetric around zero.
An asymmetry between the positive and negative biases was
also observed in the spectral properties without THz illumi-
nation in Fig. 2(b). We believe that these effects are linked
and that the sideband properties are altered by interface
roughness, disorder, and/or charge transfer. The measured
dependence of the n=1 and n=2 sidebands with bias was
qualitatively similar for all the THz frequencies used. How-
ever, from cool-down to cool-down, variations were ob-
served for �Vbias � �1.5 V, and we also have measurements
where the sidebands peak intensity decreases between 1.5
and 2 V. These changes are attributed to a degradation of the
optical properties of the sample under strong dc electric field.

At high THz intensities, resonant coupling between sub-
bands leading to the Autler-Townes splitting of the exciton
absorption spectrum has been predicted.4 Numerical calcula-
tions have been performed for a single quantum well, where

the terahertz couples to the heavy-hole intersubband
transition.5,19,27 Experimentally, nonperturbative effects
showing a saturation of the sideband intensity with the THz
intensity have been reported in coupled QW’s and in bulk
GaAs.16,17 Intense THz fields can dress the exciton states,
and effects such as the Autler-Townes splitting are predicted
to appear when the Rabi frequency �ETHz /	, with � being
the intersubband dipole moment, is larger than the dephasing
rate. The necessary THz fields should be within our reach at
the highest THz intensities. Figure 6 shows our experimental
observations of the sideband resonance as a function of THz
power. The maximum estimated THz intensity was
�0.2 MW cm−2 and the THz photon energy was 10.4 meV.
The sideband resonance is observed to shift to the red and to
broaden with increasing THz power. At higher THz intensity,
the peak intensity of the n=1 sidebands saturates. When
plotting the integrated intensity of the n=1 sideband, a linear
power dependence is recovered. Thus the observed saturation
in the sideband peak intensity comes here from broadening
of the resonance under the THz field. A broadening of the
resonance could be the first sign of the Autler-Townes split-
ting, when the THz pump is tuned to the heavy-hole transi-
tion as is the case experimentally. When the THz pump is out
of resonance with the heavy-hole transition, theoretical cal-
culations predict that the optical spectrum is affected in a
different way.5 Broadening of the sideband resonances was
also observed with 	�THz=6.3 meV, making an assignment
of our observations to the Autler-Townes splitting possible
but unlikely. Lattice heating by the THz beam can be in part
responsible for the observed sideband broadening and red-
shift. However, this cannot be the only effect as the value of
the redshift implies a much smaller increase in the lattice
temperature than the broadening. A small in-plane compo-
nent of the THz field could also contribute to a part of the
observed redshift and broadening. Such a component may
arise because of focusing and coupling into the modes of the
dielectric waveguide of which the sample is a part. It would
not contribute directly to the n= ±1 sideband generation but
can affect the absorption spectra.11 Further experimental and
theoretical studies are needed to elucidate the exact origin of
our observations at high THz fields.

FIG. 5. (a) Sideband resonance spectra at 19 K with 	�THz

=5.5 meV and a THz laser intensity of �30 kW cm−2. The signal is
detected at �sideband as a function of the NIR laser energy. The n
=2 sideband intensity at Vbias=0 V is shown with open squares and
the n=1 sideband with open circles at Vbias=1 and 2 V. The spectra
have been offset for clarity. (b) Intensity of the n=1 (circles) and
n=2 (squares) sideband as a function of bias, Vbias, at 	�NIR

=1.530 and 1.5325 eV, respectively. The solid symbols show the
peak intensity of the sideband resonance spectra when �NIR is tuned
to the hh1X energy.

FIG. 6. (a) n=1 sideband resonance spectra at 19 K with
	�THz=10.4 meV and Vbias=1V for different THz laser intensities.
The max THz power is �1 kW. (b) n=1 sideband peak (open
squares) and integrated (open circles) intensity as a function of THz
laser power. The lines are guides to the eyes.
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IV. MODEL AND DISCUSSION

With the exception of the observed saturation at high THz
intensities, our results can be qualitatively explained by cal-
culating the nonlinear optical susceptibility ���n�+1�. We con-
sider only three levels: the ground state, hh1X, and hh2X.
The intensity of the n=1 sideband is proportional to
���2��2 �ENIR

x �2 �ETHz
z �2 with28

��2���NIR + �THz,�NIR,�THz�

� �
m�

�0m
x �m�

z ��0
x

��m0 − �NIR − �THz − i
m0����0 − �NIR − i
�0�
,

�1�

where 0 is the ground state and m ,�=1,2 are indices of the
two heavy-hole exciton states considered, the hh1X and
hh2X, respectively. In Eq. (1), some nonresonant terms that
are very small have been ignored. 
 is a measure of the
linewidth of the transition. In the numerical evaluation of Eq.
(1), a fixed value of 1 meV was used. �x and �z are the
interband and intersubband matrix elements, respectively. �x

is proportional to the overlap of the electron and hole wave
function of the transition. �z is evaluated as

�m�
z � �h��z�hm� − �e1�z�e1���m. �2�

The n=−1 sideband intensity is proportional to Eq. (1) using
a negative value for �THz. The intensity of the n= ±2 side-
band is proportional to ���3��2 �ENIR

x �2 �ETHz
z �4. The expression

of ��3� can be written analogously to Eq. (1).
The wave functions necessary to calculate the matrix ele-

ments in Eq. (1) are obtained by solving the Schrödinger
equation numerically for electrons and holes in our QW as a
function of the applied electric field.21 To test our param-
eters, we have also variationally calculated the exciton bind-
ing energy:29 the energy difference between the hh1X and
hh2X of �9.5 meV and the change in hh1X exciton energy
with electric bias agree fairly well with the measurements, as
shown in Fig. 2. Using Eq. (1), ���2��2 can be evaluated as a
function of �NIR for a given �THz. The calculated curve has
at least two peaks that correspond to the transitions described
in Fig. 4. The energy position of these peaks matches the
measurements well.

The intensity of the calculated n=−1 sideband resonant
spectra depends strongly on �THz as shown in Fig. 4(c). It
follows a nonmonotonic behavior similarly to the experimen-
tal spectra in Fig. 4(a). Our calculations do not fully repro-
duce the relative intensity of the peaks in the measured side-
band resonance spectra. Some of the calculated peaks appear
broader than in the measured spectra. The calculated spectra
were normalized so that for the lowest used THz frequency,
the intensities of the calculated and measured spectrum are
comparable. Under these conditions, the calculated spectra at
the two largest THz frequencies show a stronger signal than
the one observed experimentally. There are several differ-
ences between measurements and calculations that can ex-
plain this. In the model, we have considered a fixed value of

 when evaluating Eq. (1), but 
10 and 
20 are not necessar-
ily equal. This can change the relative intensity of the two
peaks in each sideband resonance spectra. Also, the matrix

elements used to evaluate ���2��2 are calculated for a bare QW
and do not take into account that the cavity formed by the
DBR and the sample surface enhances the strength of the
optical transitions selectively. This can modify the relative
intensity of the sideband resonances as a function of �THz.
Using Eq. (1), we have calculated the maximum value of
���2���NIR��2 as a function of �THz. Figure 4(d) shows the
result of these calculations as a function of �THz. The pre-
dicted ���2��2 displays a peak when �THz is close to the hh1X
to hh2X intersubband transition and a larger maximum when
�THz tends towards zero. Thus, the model reproduces our
data qualitatively. In our calculations, the large maximum at
small �THz arises from the term in which m=�=1. This term
involves only the hh1X and ground states and is small for
large �THz. It takes advantage of the large interband matrix
element of hh1X, while the interband matrix element of
hh2X is quite small. The sideband signal can be thought of as
arising from the optical transition being quasistatically
modulated. This effect can be stronger when the hh1X tran-
sition strength is enhanced by a cavity. Several studies have
theoretically addressed the issue of nonresonant modulation
with low THz frequencies.4,5,30

The model also predicts that the intensity of both peaks of
the n= ±1 sideband is zero for a square well and increases as
the electric field breaks the sample symmetry. The calculated
dependence of the intensity of the high-energy peak of n
=1 sideband has the shape of a parabola, centered at zero,
but it saturates around �Vbias�=1.5 V. At this voltage, the cal-
culated overlap between the electron and hole wave func-
tions decreased significantly with respect to the zero-bias
value. In a similar way, we have calculated ���3��2 to model
the behavior of the n=2 sideband. The peak intensity around
the hh1X transition is predicted to stay almost constant until
1 V and then increase a little before decreasing at 1.5 V. Our
calculations reproduce most of the experimentally observed
features shown in Fig. 5. The n=1 sideband intensity in-
creases significantly for small applied biases while the n=2
sideband intensity stays rather constant. Discrepencies be-
tween experiment and calculations occur at larger biases and
the decrease in the sideband intensity predicted for
�Vbias��1.5 V is not clearly observed experimentally. The
latter could be masked by disorder and/or charge transfer
related effects that modify the sample optical properties at
large biases.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have studied nonlinear THz electro-
optical effects in single GaAs QW’s, where the symmetry
can be broken by applying a bias. We find that we can con-
trol the intensity of the n= ±1 sideband by changing the
applied bias and the frequency of the THz beam. At zero
bias, the n= ±1 sideband intensity is zero and it increases
roughly quadratically with the applied dc electric field. The
n= ±1 sideband intensity also varies nonmonotonically with
the frequency of the THz beam. It becomes particularly
strong at low THz frequencies. With a careful sample design,
this effect could be exploited for efficient wavelength con
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version. Our results are explained qualitatively, except at
very high THz intensities, by a perturbative model of the
nonlinear susceptibility. The model also predicts that the
sideband intensity can saturate at finite dc electric fields due
to the decrease in overlap between the electron and hole
wave functions. At high THz intensities, where strong
changes to the absorption spectrum had been predicted,5 the
resonances are observed to shift in energy and broaden.
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